


        This appliance is not intended for use by persons(includeing childern) with reduced 

        physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge,unless

        they have been given supervision or instructions concerning use of the appliance by

                               -Save these instructions for local inspector's use.         a person responsible for their safety.children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning     

         -Be sure install the disposer in according with the relevant  local         and maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision. Reset button and 

       air switch is readily accessible

THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED

 -keep these instruction for future reference. WARNING!

    -we recommend installation by a qualified plumber and the following When using electrical appliance,basic safety procautions

     instructions are for the use of such a professional.        should be followed,including the following:

     Proper installation is the responsibility of the installer.

Standard and installation is allowed by the authorities,lease these instructions with consumer.

The disposer may require approval for the relevant regular and /or the seweragesystem 

operator.

     Proper installation is the responsibility of the installer.

     Product failure dur to improper installation is not covered under the warranty

Use this appliance only for its intended To reduce the risk of injury by materials

purpose as described in this Owner's that may be expelled by a waste

1.  Disconnect electrical power supply to disposer. Manual. disposer, do not put non-food items & the

2.  Remove old disposer or sink flange assembly. Read all the instructions before using following into the food waste disposer:

3.  Inspect drain line.If it is heavily coated with hardened grease the appliance. a)  Clam or osyter shells.

     and accumulations,rout out with a plumber's snake To reduce the risk of injury, close b) Caustic drain cleaners or similar 

4.  Remove old sealing material and gaskets from sink opening, supervision is required when a waste product.

     both top and bottom disposer is used near children c) Glass, china or plastic.

Do not put fingers or hands into a waste d) Large whole bones.

disposer . e) Metal, such as bottle caps,tir cans

 Unplug the unit before attempting to utensils or auluminum foil.

clear a jam ot remove an object from f) Hot grease or other hot liquids.

the disposer g) Whole com husks.

When not operating a waste disposer,

leave the drain stopper in place to

  Steel Punch or wooden dowel   Plumcer's putty reduce the risk of object falling into the

  Petroleum jelly or liquid soap   Stepped rubber drain adapter disposer.

  Dishwasher drain connector

a)Philips and flat balde screwdrivers

b)Channel lock pliers,slip joint

c)Nut driver

  Dishwasher drain connector
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